Head of program: Julia MOUTON et sandrine PINCEMIN

Course Unit: UMMEE5114 - MAJOR PROJECT S9 (5 ECTS)

**MMMEE5PR01 - Major Project S9**

**Type:** Module *Compulsory*

**Period:** Fall semester / Sept 2020-Jan 2021

**Teaching Language:** French

**Hourly volume:** 30 hours

**Prerequisite:** None

**Course summary:**

This applied course is based on the realization of a real project in connection with a company, a research laboratory or an NGO. A group between 4 and 6 students is formed to meet specifications proposed by the client. Various projects are proposed to students according to the partners usually around the following themes: water treatment, building energy efficiency, solar power plants, solar kits, sizing wind power plants...

**Teaching format:**

30 Project hours

**Evaluation:**

Continuous evaluation